Some Reactions on the Free Gaza Song
Anis, August 26, 2008 (quotes will be updated)
Not everybody likes the Free Gaza Song, this is normal. Yet the hate mails and defamatory
reactions I received so far can be called extraordinary. One guy calls me a Nazi because I
wrote a book about Islam, another one insinuates that all Palestinians are Nazis, several
people tell me that the Free Gaza Song is about killing Jews and supporting terrorism. When
you listen to this harmless song you will wonder why such strong reactions happen. In our
societies it is relatively easy to do this and get away with it when you allege that something is
against Jews. The two words "Free Gaza" seem to suffice. Actually, my Jewish friends and
colleagues shake their heads when they see the quotes below: Ofer, Hedy, Angela, Jeff,
Noam, Rolf, Evelyn, Uri S., Uri A., Reuven and many more. I think it is good evidence to
show what these people below have on their minds. Note that these are not just some freaky
controverters: they follow arguments of the Israeli government, exaggerate them a little and
mix them with insults. With some of these people you can argue, but not far. The western
educational systems teach that Jews are eternal victims and there are powerful political
alliances against "anti-Semitism", here in inverted commas, because it includes anti-Zionism
and the defense of Palestinian human rights. Many of these “anti-Semites” got kicked out of
the discourse. Think!
"dwave": Germans and Palestinians - some people never change.
"majorleads": So basically what it all boils down to is that your song is about killing more
Jews
"nebo3003": 1. JA! Free Gaza from this murderous, criminal, primitive, inhuman HAMAS
ISLAMISTS! 2. Do you have a problem with jews or why you are not sining a "FREE TIBET"
song?
"rafistern": 1. As I was saying before- I heard this was the theme song on the Kari'in A boat.
Oh and also Nasrallah just announced that he would like to make this the Hezbollah national
anthem. Dude, it looks like you were a really big hit. 2. oh, and by the way-- did you know
that the majority of Mediterranean Sea is Palestinian baby blood? 3. (on my video of a TV
show about my book "Islam for Kids": Oh, why didnt you say so before??? You love
Palestinian terrorists because youre a Nazi.
"Harounalmasri": Ridiculous song, but a great sense for timing: While 180 Fatah thugs are
fleeing Gaza from what they call a "war of genocide" by Hamas and seeking refuge in Israel,
a boat with international Jew haters sails to Gaza in support of Hamas. If you have to sing
silly songs supporting islamist terrorists please: next time grow a beard and cover this
shameless (umarried?) woman in the middle who normally should not be allowed to leave
the kitchen except for serving food, in case you don't know.
"primodelcampo": Is this the silly Chiquita-Song with new silly lyrics? Hamastan is free.
They got a free elected Terror-President, plenty of weapon ...
"gtamir613": 1. The People of Gaza have built those walls by supporting a leadership that
only cares about the death of Jews in Israel. It is their stated goal - they freely admit this, it's
not just me saying it. 2. It's more dangerous to keep teaching your children that Jews are
pigs and they should all be killed - or haven't you seen the crap that is taught to innocent
Palestinian children? I realize the truth is difficult to hear but it's like Golda said, "their will be
peace when the Arabs love their children more than they hate the Jews."
"SchuffleFusz": 1. Ah yes, freeing Gaza from mass-murdering theocratic wife-beaters and
freeing the rest of us from degenerate culture and politics, particularly as expressed in song
2. Anis, how come C.s insults are not "incitement"? Is it because, like you, he's a Hamas
booster?
http://elderofziyon.blogspot.com/: The "Free Gaza" movement has a song contest. Yes,
moonbats with guitars are gathering to put together unbelievably bad crap they pretend to be
music in support of the rights of terrorists to kill Jews with impunity. The video announcing
the contest, along with a pathetically bad "Free Gaza" theme song, can be seen here. Since I
cannot resist a contest, you can see my version of their song here. Most of the video and all
of the audio is taken from the original but the lyrics and annotations make it a bit
more...accurate.

